
Hundreds of scholars, including some distinguished figures, have
applied for positions at an online education startup that promises
explicitly non-“woke” instruction in a number of academic
disciplines.

Named “American Scholars,” the project was started several months
ago by Matthew Pohl, former University of Pennsylvania admissions
officer. As soon as word got out, résumés started to stream in from
academics offering their participation, its leaders said.

Pohl described the project as the fruit of his gradual disillusionment
with his career in the academic world, where he drove admissions at
several prestigious universities. He noticed that with regard to
education, most students weren’t getting their money’s worth,
attributing that to the “administrative bloat” of establishment colleges,
as well as the spread of quasi-Marxist ideologies that have come to be
collectively known as “wokeness.”

. . . 

The mess at the southern border is completely of
Biden’s making, but he expects states to help him
out by taking illegals as new residents.

Recently, twenty governors sent a letter to Biden
saying, thanks but no thanks.

. . .  

BRAZILIAN
STATES SUSPEND
ASTRAZENECA’S

COVID-19
VACCINE FOR

PREGNANT
WOMEN AFTER

DEATH
 

Several Brazilian states on Tuesday
halted the use of AstraZeneca’s
COVID-19 vaccine for pregnant
women after a woman who had
received the vaccine died, according
to a report.

ANVISA, the countries’ National
Health Surveillance Agency,
recommended the “immediate
suspension” of the vaccine for
pregnant women in a statement
issued late on Monday, without
providing many details.
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A college student follows a remote class in Los Angeles on Aug.
14, 2020. (ROBYN BECK/AFP via Getty Images)
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20 GOVERNORS SEND
LETTER TO BIDEN

REJECTING PLAN TO
HOUSE ILLEGALS IN THEIR

STATES: ‘UNACCEPTABLE
AND UNSUSTAINABLE’

 The Gateway Pundit 

The Epoch Times
A nurse fills a syringe from a vial containing AstraZeneca's

COVID-19 vaccine during vaccination day for health workers at
health center Posto Central in Maricá, Brazil on April 27, 2021.

(Buda Mendes/Getty Images)
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House Republicans voted Wednesday to oust Rep. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.)
from her House leadership position amid a public spat between her and
other House GOP leaders following her increasingly critical comments
about former President Donald Trump and the party’s messaging.

After she was voted out, Cheney, the daughter of former Vice President
Dick Cheney, told reporters that she will work to prevent Trump from
becoming president again, but stressed she didn’t feel betrayed by her
fellow House Republicans.

“I will do everything I can to ensure that the former president never again
gets anywhere near the Oval Office,” Cheney said after the vote on
Wednesday, adding that the “nation needs a strong Republican Party …
based on the principles of conservatism.”

. . .  

Joe Biden on Wednesday stumbled through remarks on the pandemic
response and Covid vaccinations.

White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki recently admitted during an
interview with CNN’s David Axelrod that Biden is told not to answer
impromptu questions from reporters.

. . . 

Washington, D.C. — 

Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation’s
top coronavirus “expert,” testified
in a Senate hearing today on the
current state of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Among the committee members
is Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), who
is starting to gain a reputation for
sparring with Fauci, attacking
him on his support of post-
vaccine mask usage, continued
shutdowns, and more.

This time, Senator Paul was dead
set on exposing Fauci’s history
with the Wuhan Coronavirus lab
in China.

As Sen. Paul points out, the
research is risky for a potential
viral leak, as scientists were
“juicing-up” coronaviruses to
study bat to human infections.

In response to Sen. Paul’s line of
questioning, Dr. Fauci straight-up
lied, saying that the United States
has not ever given money to the
Wuhan virology institute, which
is verifiably false.
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Rep. Liz
Cheney 

(R-Wyo.) talks
to reporters
after House
Republicans

voted to
remove her

as conference
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U.S. Capitol

Visitors
Center in

Washington,
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HOUSE REPUBLICANS
OUST REP. LIZ CHENEY
AS GOP CONFERENCE
CHAIRWOMAN The Epoch Times

JOE BIDEN TO
REPORTERS: “YOU GUYS
ARE BAD. I’M NOT
SUPPOSED TO BE
ANSWERING ALL THESE
QUESTIONS…I’M
SUPPOSED TO LEAVE”
(VIDEO)
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